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Editor’s Note
Mark Randal
Welcome to the rst new issue of Stemma after a very long hiatus.
I hope to pick up where we left off in providing content related to hoya taxonomy,
collection, classi cation, and culture.
As before I would like to include content from a wide variety of sources (scientists, eld
collectors, growers of all levels of experience) for those who are interested in the genus in
any capacity- from casual growers of more commonly available hoya to large scale
commercial growers to those working in the classi cation and publication of new hoya
species.
In addition to Stemma’s former role in providing cultural, collection and determination
information, new species publications or revisions may now appear in the pages of
Stemma, thanks to changes in the rules of the ICN (the International Code of
Nomenclature- the body that regulates botanical publishing) that now allow publication of
taxa in digital format.
I’d like to thank Rachel Colette Conroy (Stemma’s new Chief Researcher), Dia and Farley
Baricuatro, Rebecca Lance, and Vespirs Blake Hackney for contributing to our rst new
issue. Stemma is nothing without the contributions of our community, and I am especially
grateful to you ve for taking this leap back into publishing with me. Hopefully we will
see all of you many times more in the pages of Stemma.
I’d also like to thank Maj April Frostvittra for providing a very helpful critique of this rst
issue.

Good to see you all!
Mark
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Farley Baricuatro, Mahogany Grove, Canduman, Mandaue City, Cebu, Philippines 6014
Dia Baricuatro, Mahogany Grove, Canduman, Mandaue City, Cebu, Philippines 6014
Abstract
Online crowdsourcing is proposed as a resource-e cient and rapid alterna ve method to
es mate the number of hoyas that s ll grow in the wild in the island group of Luzon, the Philippines. The
methodology included two surveys in May 2021 and May 2022 in the Facebook group Hoya Lovers of the
Philippines and Beyond, an inspec on of posts in the same group from January 2017 to April 2022,
veri ca on of provenance at least to the province level through direct inquiries with the members and
iden ca on of species through the examina on of ower photographs against the publica ons and
when available, by actual cul va on and scru ny by the authors.
A minimum of 48 species are found to be s ll extant in Luzon. The count is low because several
hoya groups have mul ple taxa separa ons and only the oldest names were used, to the exclusion of
some other 25 “split” species and subspecies. The simpli ca on is not a proposal for synonymy for there
are rigid rules governing systema cs but is an acknowledgment that Philippine hoya taxonomy needs
elucida on.
The survey revealed the developing expansive diversity of hoyas in Luzon, par cularly the myriad
of “ esta” color forms manifested in numerous species. Diversity hotspots were revealed in Baggao
(Cagayan) and Siniloan (Laguna). Ubiquitous species were iden ed but there were also taxa that are
endemic only in speci c regions, or to the extreme, are no longer available in situ while common or
popular in cul va on, con rming the vulnerability of hoya to human and environmental pressures.
Introduc on
The Philippines is a center of biodiversity of the genus Hoya R.Br. (1810) alongside Indonesia and
New Guinea. The website Plants of the World Online (POWO), as run by Kew Royal Botanic Gardens with
the Interna onal Plant Names Index (IPNI) as reference, lists no less than 234 species from the
Philippines as of April 2022. Recent collec ons of three species previously unreported in the country,
namely, Hoya ellip ca Hook.f., H. sipitangensis Kloppenb. & Wiberg and H. scortechinii King & Gamble.,
would only increase the count. More signi cant is the fact that only 14 species are indigenous outside
the archipelago, making the degree of endemism a high 94%.
The rst records of genus hoya in the Philippines appeared in Blanco’s Flora De Las Islas Filipinas
1837 which described Stapelia meli ua Blanco, later the basis of Hoya meli ua Merrill (1918) and
Asclepias carnosa Blanco, later iden ed as Hoya mul ora Blume 1823. It wasn’t un l 1844 that the
rst Philippine-extracted hoya taxa were described by the French botanist Joseph Decaisne: Hoya
cumingiana named a er Hugh Cuming its collector, Hoya imbricata which was collected in Palawan and
Hoya ruscifolia, later reassigned as Dischidia ruscifolia Decne. ex Becc (Kloppenburg 1991a).
No new Philippine hoya taxon was published un l 1904, when four Philippine hoyas were
described, namely, Hoya camphorifolia Warb., Hoya scheriana Warb., Hoya incrassata Warb., Hoya
merrillii Schltr. and Hoya quinquenervia Warb. Two years later, German botanist Ernst Schlechter
published six more species, namely, H benguetensis Schltr., H bilobata Schltr., H bordenii Schltr., H
mcgregorii Schltr.,H mindorensis Schltr. and H odorata Schltr., based on sheets mailed to Berlin
(Schlechter 1906). But again, the spurt of publica ons was short-lived. From 1910 to 1938, only seven
new Philippine species came out.
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New Philippine Hoya Collec ons from
Luzon recorded via Crowdsourcing

While explora ons con nued post World War II, including those by Filipino botanists Edano,
Ramos and Castro, no species were described in the next 44 years un l a resurgence of hoya collec on in
Europe, the United States and Australia in the 1980s. In 1982, Chris ne M. Burton kicked o the
renaissance with the publica on of six new species derived from preserved mounted herbarium sheets
in The Hoyan, the printed bulle n of Hoya Society Interna onal which ran from 1979 to 2002. These
included three species which s ll are extant today, Hoya obscura Elmer ex. C.M.Burton, Hoya leytensis
Elmer ex. C.M.Burton and Hoya tsangii C.M.Burton.
The turning point for Philippine hoya publica on came in 1989 when Robert Kloppenburg
published his rst Philippine taxon, Hoya heuschkeliana in The Hoyan. A year later, a compe ng
organiza on, the Interna onal Hoya Associa on, was launched with Kloppenburg running its quarterly
bulle n, Fraterna, as editor. Kloppenburg published about 39 Philippine hoya endemics in Fraterna un l
its last edi on in 2012, as well as 21 more Philippine hoya in other journals. In the same 24-year span,
only six Philippine taxa were introduced by other botanists.
From 2013 on, Kloppenburg o en skipped well known peer-reviewed scholarly journals and
published almost exclusively in a personally produced pdf format en tled Hoya New, which in his own
words was “devoted to the publica on of new hoya species from the Philippines” (Kloppenburg 1991b).
In six years, he raised the count of Philippine hoya endemics by about 129 species. To date, there is
con nued confusion in Philippine hoya taxonomy with a great number of his species deemed as
unresolved in IPNI.
There were also publica ons of new hoya species by Filipino scien sts, namely, Hoya cu sporcelana W.Suarez, J.R.Sahagun & Aurigue (2013), Hoya josephinae Cabrera & Mohr (2013), Hoya
migueldavidii Cabactulan, Rodda & Pimentel (2017), Hoya deleoniorum Cabactulan, R.B.Pimentel,
J.R.Sahagun & Aurigue (2018) and Hoya pulchra Cabactulan, Aurigue (2018). The scru ny and
documentary processes of introducing new taxa are painstaking so despite having several new species
candidates in wai ng, publica on rate is slow.
Figure 1 shows the publica on meline of Philippine hoya taxa.

Figure 1. Progression of Philippine hoya taxa publica on from 1820-2020
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As an archipelago of more than 7,600 islands, the Philippines is a challenge to explore even with
today’s technology. This paper pushes an alterna ve aid to tradi onal prospec ng: crowd-sourcing or
online survey, where informa on is extracted from a large number of people in well-dispersed loca ons
in real me. Whereas before novel plants were extracted by private or academic par es and eventually
funneled into real marketplaces, the trading net today is wider as anyone can readily distribute plants
online, using Facebook, Instagram and other selling pla orms. In fact, Facebook’s role in ushering new
hoya to the public is recognized in Hoya amicabilis Rahayu and Rodda (2019), the epithet being a direct
transla on of social media or amicabiliter interventus.
Another accelerator to social media plant distribu on is the pandemic. The lockdown due to
Covid-19 restricted people’s movement star ng in March 2020 and precipitated a surge in gardening
which fueled online selling. Plant sec ons that were niche in the past quickly became mainstream.
Hoyas, in par cular, increased in popularity as hoya-speci c groups gained membership and
engagements. Also, as interna onal travel ground to a halt, the export of local plants stalled and the
local market became richer in the vacuum. This paper aims to highlight the novel hoya color forms that
have not yet gone abroad.
There is a dark side to the gardening boom. The legality of collec ng plants in the wild, fondly
called as “gubatum”, a La nized word play of “plant extracted from the forest” or “gubat” in Tagalog, has
been put into ques on. A er all, poaching is illegal under RA 9147, the Wildlife Resources Conserva on
and Protec on Act of 2001. Many con nue to argue that u liza on of natural resources remains a
sovereign right in private lands. Also, small-scale plant gathering is a tradi onal livelihood granted to
indigenous people who are mainstays in local plant markets. In the end, the heart of the law is to
preserve biodiversity and prevent ex nc on of species. There certainly are pressures that are far more
rampaging than poaching, like logging, mining, urban development and agricultural expansion. The
debate between illegal collec on and species conserva on will not be addressed in this objec ve survey.
Purpose of the study
This paper seeks to present crowdsourcing through Facebook as a viable method to inventory
hoya taxa that are currently extant in Philippine forests in the last 5 years. The area of interest is the
Luzon group of islands. This survey shall also help iden fy species diversity hotspots and endemism, as
well as reveal which species are ubiquitous, endemic, rare, conten ous, and prodigious (that is, having a
mul tude of color forms coming from the wild).
Methodology
Crowdsourcing was done in three parts. First was a couple of surveys through the Facebook
group, Hoya Lovers of the Philippines and Beyond or HLPB, the largest Philippine hoya group in Facebook
with more than 8,200 members. In May 2021 and May 2022, the group held an event called Hoya
Santacruzan where members were asked to post their hoyas according to a daily hoya group schedule for
a month. This was followed by an inspec on in the same Facebook group of posts from January 2017 to
April 2022 of hoyas that were collected in situ in Luzon or from the wild trade in local markets. To widen
the net, the Facebook group Co’s Digital Flora of the Philippines of www.philippineplants.org was
reviewed. Also, new Philippine hoya publica ons in the last ve years were examined.
The second phase was the veri ca on of the provenance of the hoyas to the province level.
HLPB members were interviewed by direct online messaging. Con rma on was necessary to ensure that
the hoyas were collected from the wild or obtained from the local wild hoya market and not propagated
from cul va on or repatriated from Thailand or other countries.
The third phase was species iden ca on. Photographs from the posts were examined against
the publica on by the authors and when feasible, actual specimens were grown, owered, dissected and
pollinaria were examined.
This paper focused on the Luzon island group which lies in the northern and western sec on of
the archipelago.
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Region

Hoya species

1 Ilocos

H. madulidii, H. meli ua, H. waye i

2 Cagayan Valley

H. anncajanoae, H. benguetensis, H. buo i, H. burtoniae, H. H. camphorifolia, H.
carmelae, H. cumingiana, H. darwinii, H. scheriana, H. imbricata, H. incrassata, H.
irisiae, H. linavergarae, H. madulidii, H. merrillii, H. mindorensis, H. mul ora, H.
myrmecopa, H. obscura, H. pimenteliana, H. pubicalyx, H. waye i

3 Central Luzon

H. camphorifolia, H. scheriana, H. imbricata, H. incrassata, H. meli ua, H.
mindorensis

4A Calabarzon

H. benguetensis, H. bilobata, H. buo i, H. burtoniae, H. camphorifolia, H.
cumingiana, H. darwinii, H. scheriana, H. tchii, H. greenii, H. incrassata, H.
ken ana, H. linavergarae, H. lucardenasiana, H. loheri, H. madulidii, H. merrillii, H.
mindorensis, H. mul ora, H. myrmecopa, H. obscura, H. pimenteliana, H.
pubicalyx, H. soligamiana, H. waye i

4B MIMAROPA

H. camphorifolia, H. diversifolia, H. golamcoana, H. ilagiorum, H. imbricata, H.
incrassata, H. ken ana, H. madulidii, H. merrillii, H. mul ora, H. obscura, H.
scortechinii, H. ver cillata, H. waye i

5 Bicol

H. blashernaezii ssp. auran aca, H. blashernaezii ssp. blashernaezii, H.
blashernaezii ssp. siariae, H. blashernaezii ssp. valmayoriana, H. camphorifolia, H.
darwinii, H. deleoniorum, H. elmeri, H. scheriana, H. heuschkeliana, H. imbricata,
H. incrassata, H. ken ana, H. madulidii, H. mariae, H. merrillii, H. mindorensis, H.
mul ora, H. myrmecopa, H. obscura, H. pimenteliana, H. vicencioana, H. waye i

CAR Cordillera
Autonomous
Region

H. bebsguevarrae, H. benguetensis, H. burtoniae, H. camphorifolia, H. celata, H.
scheriana, H. imbricata, H. madulidii, H. merrillii, H. mindorensis, H. obscura, H.
pubicalyx

NCR Na ona
Capital Region

None

Table 1: the na ve hoyas found wild in the 8 regions of Luzon including the Na onal Capital Region (NCR).
The regions are further divided into component provinces: Ilocos Region 1 (Ilocos Norte, Ilocos Sur, La Union,
Pangasinan), Cagayan Valley Region 2 (Batanes, Cagayan, Isabela, Nueva Vizcaya, Quirino), Central Luzon Region 3
(Aurora, Bataan, Bulacan, Nueva Ecija, Pampanga, Tarlac, Zambales), Calabarzon Region 4A (Batangas, Cavite,
Laguna, Quezon, Rizal), MIMAROPA Region 4B (Marinduque, Occidental Mindoro, Oriental Mindoro, Palawan,
Romblon), Bicol Region 5 (Albay, Camarines Norte, Camarines Sur, Catanduanes, Masbate, Sorsogon) and the
Cordillera Autonomous Region or CAR (Abra, Apayao, Benguet, Ifugao, Kalinga, Mountain Province).
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Based on two surveys in May 2021 and May 2022 and an inspec on of posts in the last ve years
in the Facebook group HLPB, of the approximately 237 hoya species found in the Philippines
acknowledged in POWO and in recent publica ons, at least 115 are in general circula on sourced either
locally from collec ons in the wild or from cul va on or from imports. Some 122 species can be
considered as “ghost hoyas”, or species that were described from old, preserved herbarium sheets but
have not since been found in the wild. However, these numbers are uid especially with Philippine hoya
taxonomy deemed due for a major overhaul.
When ltered further as to provenance from the wild in Luzon, the species count went down to
around 48. All were scoped in the HLPB surveys and inspec on except for the two that were reported
outside the group: H. scortechinii King & Gamble which was posted in Co’s Digital Flora of the Philippine
and H sipitangensis Kloppenb, & Wiberg (Delos Angeles M.D., Lucañas C.C., Hadsall A.S 2021).

Plenty more split taxa belong to the aforemen oned umbrella species, but they have not been
reported in the wild, including H. cardiophylla, H. bicolor and H. mcgregorii of the H. incrassata complex
or H. polliloensis and H. eburnea of the H. camphorifolia group. The absence was mainly due to the
di culty in scru nizing their di erences against the publica ons and the current favor of collectors in
HLPB for simpli ca on.
A few species in the inventory remain unresolved but they are presented here as stand alone
taxa for various reasons. H. tchii has dis nct corona markings and pa erned leaves versus H.
scheriana. H. pimenteliana, while iden ed closely with the older H. cagayanensis, is conjectured to be
separable by sap color with the latex of the former as clear. H. golamcoana is more pubescent, sunhardy, color-dis nct and geographically isolated from the nominate H. cumingiana.
There are also species that made the list that are likely natural hybrids whose range and
morphological stability s ll need further study. These are H. bebsguevarrae with owers that resemble
an oversized H. camphorifolia; H. ilagiorum which in unpublished studies by Reynold Pimentel,
Philippines’ foremost Hoya hybridist, may be a H. incrassata x H. blashernaezii subsp. siariae cross; and
H. vicencioana which has the plinerved leaves of a H. merrillii and the re exed but large owered
in orescence of H. incrassata.
Indeterminate species. Proving to be the most di cult to discern is the Acanthostemma sec on
because of the high diversity of leaf and ower morphology in the Philippines. In the survey, the wild
extracts with small (up to 12 cm length), cupped glabrous leaves are presented as H. ken ana if narrow,
and as H. waye i if wide. There are several reasons to fuse all concave folding leaf Acanthostemma
Hoyas as H. ken ana as there are arguments not to; hence both are listed in the survey. About three
Hoyas extracted from the wild are placed under H. waye i, namely, H. quisumbingii Kloppenb. (Batanes
province), H. santafeensis Kloppenburg & Mendoza (Nueva Vizcaya) and H. espaldoniana Kloppenb., Siar
& Cajano (Oriental Mindoro). There are however other wild Acanthostemma hoyas with large leaves of
di erent shapes and atness that could not be accounted in the inventory because they remained
uniden ed.
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Conten ous species. While on paper the Philippines has a surfeit of species, there is an almost
universal agreement that the 230 plus count is bloated with taxa that are separated only by minor
di erences in shapes, sizes and color of vegeta ve parts. Since the hoyas already are variable in the wild
and in cul va on, the di eren a ons are a ributable to natural spectrum of habit consequent to
dispersed popula ons and are therefore taxonomically super uous. Because elucida on and
synonymiza on of these species are s ll wan ng, the authors are following the route of repor ng only
the oldest or “mother” species names to represent some 22 “split” epithets although the names are s ll
being applied to wild extracts to this day.
• H. benguetensis, for H. benvergarae, H. butleriana, H. bordenii
• H. bilobata, for minutely owered hoyas with small leaves
• H. burtoniae, for unknown Acanthostemma hoyas with generally pubescent vegeta ve
parts
• H. camphorifolia, for H. bicolensis, H. nakarensis, H. bifunda, H. carandangiana, H.
albida, H. williamsiana
• H. scheriana, for H. landgrantensis, H. persicina, H. nicholsoniae
• H. incrassata, for H. crassicaulis
• H. meli ua, for H. meli ua subsp. escobinae
• H. merrillii, for H. benstoneana, H. li i, H. quinquenervia
• H. obscura, for H. marvinii, H. rosarioae
• H. pubicalyx, for H. pubicenta, H. pubicorolla subps. pubicorolla, H. pubicorolla subsp.
anthracina

Ubiquitous species. In the survey, several taxa are prevalent throughout Luzon, having been
collected in the wild in six to twelve provinces: H. merrillii Schltr. (12 provinces), H. obscura Elmer ex
C.M.Burton (9), H. ken ana C.M.Burton and its close a nity H. waye i Kloppenb. (9), H scheriana
Warb. (9), H. camphorifolia Warb. (8), H. incrassata Warb. (8), H. madulidii Kloppenb. (8), H. imbricata
Decne. (7), H. benguetensis Schltr. (6), H. mindorensis Schltr. (6), H. mul ora Blume (6) and H. pubicalyx
Merr. (6).
Less dispersed but present in about three to ve provinces are H. bilobata Schltr. which comes in
at least 10 ower colors, leaf forms and sizes; H. buo i Kloppenb. with more than 20 color forms; H.
burtoniae Kloppenb., the general name given by traders to Acanthostemma Hoyas with pubescent
leaves, with 3 forms; H. darwinii Loher with about 10 color forms; H. meli ua (Blanco) Merr. with an
orange form that is mislabeled as the invalid H. minipollinia and a cream form published as H. meli ua
subsp. escobinae Kloppenb., Conda, Buot & Pitargue; and, H. myrmecopa Kleijn & Donkelaar with two
dis nct color forms in pink and yellow.
Rare species. In the opposite end of the distribu on spectrum are the hoyas that are popular in
cul va on but are unreported in the wild at least in Facebook. They included Palawan na ves like H.
cur sii King & Gamble, H. imperialis Lindl., H. estrellaensis T.Green & Kloppenb. and H. juangguoana
Kloppenb. and the Mindoro hoyas H. paziae Kloppenb., H. halconensis Kloppenb.and H. alagensis
Kloppenb. While it is possible that rigorous eld studies by skillful researchers in the type loca ons may
likely locate the species in situ, rarity can s ll be deduced. Absence in the wild is indica ve of a species’
conserva on status, highligh ng the a endant responsibility of hoya collectors in the preserva on of
hoyas.
Endemic species. Several areas appeared to have high endemism. One is the Bicol region in the
eastern seaboard of Luzon, with unique species like H. blashernaezii Kloppenb. and its subspecies, H.
elmeri Merr., H. heuschkeliana Kloppenb. and H. mariae (Schltr.) L.Wanntorp & Meve, as well as recent
discoveries of H. odorata Schltr., a novel purple-edged H. vicencioana Kloppenb., Siar, Cajano, Guevarra
& Carandang and H. deleoniorum Cabactulan, R.B.Pimentel, J.R.Sahagun & Aurigue, a rst record outside
of Mindanao. Another is Palawan, the westernmost island group of the country, where H golamcoana
Kloppenb. is endemic and hoyas indigenous to other na ons but less distributed in the Philippines can
be found like H. diversifolia Blume (green form), H. scortechnii King & Gamble, H. ver cillata (Vahl)
G.Don (yellow green form) and H. sipitangensis Kloppenb, & Wiberg.
But the two evident diversity leaders in Luzon are Siniloan which is in Laguna province adjacent
to Quezon and Baggao in Cagayan. The two municipali es bookend the Sierra Madre mountain range in
Western Luzon, with Cagayan of Region II in the north and Laguna and Quezon of Region 4A in the south.
Siniloan is an old tradi onal plant entrepot opera ng several decades that became ac ve with online
selling of hoyas around 2016. Eleva on is on average 225 m.a.s.l. and at maximum 630 m.a.s.l. Baggao,
on the other hand, burst in the scene only in 2019, solely due to the e orts of a family of hoya collectors.
It only has an average eleva on of 51 m.a.s.l. and peak of 172 m.a.s.l., yet the variety in the locale is
astounding. The opera ons of the two centers are a study in contrast- Siniloan is of commerce while
Baggao is of hobby.
Although Cagayan and Laguna-Quezon are con guously connected, they are about 600
kilometers apart. Several species appear to be endemic to each but for the taxa that they share,
morphological characteris cs and ower color forms are dis nc ve.
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Figure 2 shows novel color forms of select wild Philippine hoyas: (1) H. bilobata Quezon, (2) a large
owered H. burtoniae Siniloan, (3) a purple H. carmelae Cagayan, (4) a green H. irisiae Cagayan, (5-7)
pink, cream and yellow forms of H linavergarae Siniloan , (8) H. deleoniorum Albay, (9) H. golamcoana
Entalula Island, (10) H. heuschkeliana Bulusan, (11) H. sp. ken ana ‘Dark Choco’, (12) H. sp. Quezon
(o en mislabeled as H. acanthominima), (13) H. mariae white Albay, (14) H. meli ua orange (not H.
minipollinia which is unpublished), (15) H. meli ua cream Siniloan and (16) a bicolored H. vicencioana
Albay. Photos by Farley Baricuatro (1-2, 9-12, 14-16), Jazzel Cabading Agaoili (3-4), Reynold Pimentel (5,
6), Glaiza Reobilo (7) and Carolyn Hernandez (8, 13).
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The bush hoyas are an interes ng case of speci city in Sierra Madre. The rare H. linavergarae
Kloppenb. & Siar is found in both Siniloan and Baggao. Siniloan has the three color forms, pink, cream
and yellow, but only the la er is reported in Baggao. A species previously recorded only in Mt. Apo in
Mindanao, H. greenii Kloppenb., is now regularly extracted in Laguna-Quezon and a green- owered H.
irisiae Ferreras, Kloppenb. & Tandag is available in Cagayan as well as Nueva Vizcaya.
Baggao also is home to a novel purple H. carmelae Kloppenb., Siar & Ferreras, a pink H.
anncajanoae and several poten al new species that are not part of this survey. Laguna and Quezon are
home to H. loheri Kloppenb., H. ilagiorum Kloppenb., Siar & Cajano, H. lucardenasiana Kloppenb., Siar &
Cajano, with two new forms of pink and cream and H. soligamiana Kloppenb., Siar & Cajano.
Interes ngly, the nominate specimens of the last three species appear to be absent or rare in the wild
although they are widely traded locally.
Selected hoyas are in Figure 2.

Fiesta color forms. Preponderance of color forms is a func on of a healthy state of natural
pollina on occurring in the forests. Wherever there is frequent natural pollina on by insect pollinators
and successful seed dispersion, chroma c varia ons in a popula on follows. Philippine hoya owers are
notable for their vibrant hues. The Facebook group HLPB uses an apt term for this phenomenon: esta
colors in reference to the visual kaleidoscope associated with Philippine cultural celebra ons.
As far as wild extracts are concerned that showed up in HLPB and veri ed through photographic
and in-person inspec on of collec ons by the authors, ve species had the most number of color forms:
H. benguetensis, H. mindorensis, H. blashernaezii, H. camphorifolia and H. scheriana.
H. benguetensis is reported in Laguna, Quezon, Benguet, Ifugao, Mt Province and Cagayan, the
la er of which holds at least 30 color forms. A few of these Cagayan hoyas have been iden ed as H.
bordenii Schltr., H. benvergarae Kloppenb. & Siar and H. butleriana Kloppenb., Siar, Guevarra &
Carandang. In this paper, the three are reported as H. benguetensis due to their shared morphology of
horizontally at coronas with only slight di eren a on in ridging and channeling.
Some clones are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows some 16 hoyas classi ed under H. benguetensis and its similars: (1-2) H. benguetensis
Ifugao, (3-4) H. benguetensis Siniloan, (5) H. butleriana Cagayan, (6-7) H. bordenii Cagayan, (8) H.
benvergarae Cagayan and (9-16) H. benguetensis Cagayan including the wild cul vars ‘Maruja’ (11),
‘Kayumanggi’ (13) and ‘Maja Blanca’ (14). Photos by Aracely Bulahao (1-2), Farley Baricuatro (3-4) and
Jazzel Cabading Agaoili (5-16).
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H. mindorensis is found in the provinces of Cagayan, Aurora, Laguna, Quezon, Camarines Norte
and Ifugao. The species has more than 60 color forms in the wild between Laguna-Quezon and Cagayan.
Their dis nct di erences were veri ed by growing the extracts in di erent gardens of collectors in Lipa
City and Bukidnon for the Laguna-Quezon variants and in Baggao for the Cagayan clones. More variants
are expected to show up under cul va on as the owers appear to be easily pollinated by insects. An
associated species, H. elmeri Merr., found in Albay and Camarines Norte, has at least six color forms so
far in the wild. Selected color forms are in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows some of the novel color forms of wild extracts of H. mindorensis from Laguna-Quezon
(1-5) and Cagayan (6-12), including cul vars ‘Biko’ (6), ‘Ube Macapuno’ (7) and ‘Binibini’ (9); and H.
elmeri from Laguna-Quezon (13-14), Nueva Vizcaya (15) and Camarines Sur (16). Photos by Farley
Baricuatro (1-4), Leonard Dimasupil (5), Jazzel Cabading Agcaoili (6-12), Buenafe Manalo (13-14), Eligio
Sacayanan (15) and Carolyn Hernandez (16).
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The H. blashernaezii species, na ve to Bicol and currently extant in the provinces of Camarines
Norte, Albay and Sorsogon, sport numerous color forms: H blashernaezii ssp. blashernaezii Kloppenb. (5
color forms), H. blashernaezii ssp. siariae Kloppenb. (25) and H. blashernaezii ssp. valmayoriana
Kloppenb. (12), Guevarra & Carandang. A subspecies H. blashernaezii ssp. auran aca Kloppenb. &
G.Mend. is rare but has been found in the region. Selected forms are in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows some of the novel color forms of wild H blashernaezii ssp. blashernaezii (1-3), H.
blashernaezii ssp. valmayoriana (4-7), H. blashernaezii ssp. auran aca (8) and H. blashernaezii ssp.
siariae (9-16). Photos by Buenafe Manalo (1-3), Reynold Pimentel (4, 12-16), Farley Baricuatro (5,7,
9-11), Carolyn Hernandez (6) and Julian Idea (8).
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H. camphorifolia is among the most common in Luzon, appearing in at least eight provinces,
namely, Nueva Vizcaya, Nueva Ecija, Laguna, Rizal, Quezon, Oriental Mindoro, Camarines Norte and
Ifugao. Its color forms from the wild are es mated to exceed 40. The recent discoveries are generally
labeled as H. camphorifolia and are no longer separated into the many taxa allied with the species like H.
bicolensis Kloppenb., Siar & Cajano, H. nakarensis Kloppenb., G.Mend. & Ferreras, H. unruhiana
Kloppenb., Siar, G.Mend., Cajano & Carandang, H. bifunda Kloppenb., Siar, Cajano, G.Mend., Guevarra &
Carandang, H. carandangiana Kloppenb. & Siar, H. williamsiana Kloppenb., Siar, G.Mend., Cajano,
Guevarra & Carandang, H. salmonea Kloppenb., Guevarra, G.Mend. & Ferreras, H. polilloensis Kloppenb.,
Guevarra, G.Mend. & Ferreras and H. albida Kloppenb., Cajano & Carandang. Several of these hoyas are
in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows some of the color forms of H. camphorifolia taken from the wild in the last ve years
(1-7). For comparison, the nominate clones of species currently in circula on are presented, namely, H.
bicolensis (8), H. nakarensis (9), H. unruhiana (10), H. bifunda (11), H. carandangiana (12), H.
williamsiana (13), H. salmonea (14), H. polilloensis (15) and H. albida (16). Photos by Reynold Pimentel
(1, 11, 14), Farley Baricuatro (2-6, 9-10, 12-13, 16), Jocelyn Miranda (7), Andrea Agillon (8) and Angeline
Simmons (15).
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The hands-down winner in the color form count is the group of H. scheriana, which in the last 4
years has been interchanged with H. tchii Kloppenb. and Hoya nicholsoniae F.Muell. The species are
reported in nine provinces in Luzon and have a great variety of colors in Siniloan (more than 25) and
Baggao, Cagayan (more than 150). A good number of the popula on in Baggao appear to exhibit ower
traits that intersect with Hoya benguetensis indica ng that a hybrid storm may be present. E orts are
underway in the HLPB group to clarify their iden ty by cul va ng and owering them in various
loca ons for further examina on. Selected forms are in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 shows some of the color forms of H scheriana and its allies coming out Albay (1), Aurora (2),
Mt. Province (3), Sorsogon (4), Camarines Norte (5) and, Laguna-Quezon (6, 8-16) and the Hoya tchii
nominate (7) for comparison. Collec on photos by Farley Baricuatro (1-7) and Reynold Pimentel (8-16).
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Conclusions
Crowdsourcing in Facebook was shown to be a rela vely quick and e cient means in building an
inventory of hoyas that are s ll found in the wild in Luzon. The main strength of the method is its power
to draw fresh informa on from the many with a wide coverage in a short span of me.
Data were gathered from two surveys in the Facebook group Hoya Lovers of the Philippines and
Beyond in May 2021 and May 2022, followed by inspec on of hoya posts in the same group from
January 2017 to April 2022. Veri ca on was done by direct communica ons with the posters to
ascertain that origin of the plants were from the wild or from the local wild plant market. Sources were
traced at least to the province level. Species iden ca on was veri ed against the publica ons using
photographs provided by the members and from actual inspec on and dissec on by the authors of
ower specimens when available.
Reliability of the species iden ca on therefore hinged not only on the exper se and experience
of the examiners but also on clarity of the publica ons. As Philippine taxonomy is a confusing pool of
descrip ve ambigui es and thin separa ons, the authors exercised la tude in the treatment of
conten ous species. Morphologically similar hoyas were lumped under the oldest taxa name under the
assump on of synonymiza on in the future. A er this treatment where about 25 “split” species were
e ec vely removed, the study was le with only 48 hoya species found in the wild of Luzon.
With a large amount of data obtained from the survey, further categoriza on of the species can
be done. Ubiquitous hoyas or hoyas that are prevalent in at least six provinces were iden ed, namely
H. merrillii, H. obscura, H. ken ana-H. waye i, H scheriana, H. camphorifolia, H. incrassata, H.
madulidii, H. imbricata, H. benguetensis, H. mindorensis, H. mul ora and H. pubicalyx. Signi cant
endemism was exhibited by several areas like Bicol, Palawan, Cagayan and Laguna. The last two,
speci cally the municipali es of Baggao in Cagayan and Siniloan in Laguna are demonstrated to be the
clear diversity hotspot in Luzon.
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Figure 8 shows some of the diversity of colors of H scheriana and its similars in Baggao, Cagayan
including named wild cul vars ‘Cagayan Red’ (1), ‘Macopa’ (2), ‘Aritos’ (3) and ‘Sorbetes’ (4). Collec on
photos by Jazzel Cabading Agcaoili.

Other hoyas, mostly from the Acanthostemma sec on, are classi ed as indeterminate and
require further systema c evalua on.
A few popular hoyas are absent in the survey. Absence either means that the taxa are split
species which for the purpose of this inventory were sunk under their mother taxa, or that they simply
have not been found in the wild since 2017. A vulnerable to endangered conserva on status is implied in
the la er but would need further assessment as other factors are at play including the skill of the local
collectors and possible inaccessibility of poten al sources.
Crowdsourcing and tradi onal eld studies can be operated in parallel but human agency and
decision-making are s ll necessary to amble between the two and ful ll their poten al.
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New Cultivars
Mark Randal

Hoya ‘Erik’
Hoya ‘Erik’ is a recent introduction from Gardino Nursery, located in Loxahatchee Groves, Florida,
USA. This new cultivar (originally grown out as GN-02-B) was derived from an open pollinated
pod on Hoya celata in their nursery. Gardino suspects Hoya dasyantha was the pollen donor, as it
was in bloom at the same time as celata and the seedlings show some traits of that plant. This is
Gardino Nursery’s third released hybrid, but from the same pod as its second release, Hoya
‘Andrea’ (GN-02-A). ‘Erik’ is distinct from ‘Andrea’ in having less pink in the owers, and leaves
with more texture and venation, perhaps a trait from its suspected pollen donor H. dasyantha.
‘Erik’ has large, fragrant clusters of off-white blooms. The corollas are pubescent, revolute to very
slightly re exed, and about 1.2cm (1/2”) wide with a white glabrous corona with a touch of pink
in the center.
Gardinos reports that ‘Erik’ is an aggressive grower and a proli c bloomer. As with most hoyas, a
chunky mix with good drainage is required. Given that its pod parent is Hoya celata from around
sea level in the Philippines, ‘Erik’ will likely prefer warm conditions but may have some cold
tolerance from its suspected pollen donor parent, Hoya dasyantha, which occurs in the highlands
of Hainan in Southern China.
‘Erik’ was named after nursery owner Regina Gardino’s son-in-law.
Hoya ‘Erik’ must be reproduced vegetatively. Seedlings from this plant will not be identical to their
pod parent, and can not be labeled as ‘Erik’.
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Flat Mites on Hoya Collections
Rebecca Lance
General Information and identi cation
Plant collections, especially those grown in close quarters, are always at risk of pest infestations.
Hoya collections are prone to a variety of infestations, including those from at least 3 families of
mites: Tetranychidae (spider mites), Tarsonemidae (broad mites) and Tenuipalpidae ( at or false
mite). It is the Tenuipalpids that are the focus of this article. After my own personal collection
was infested with at mites repeatedly, I began researching these pests, which have become a
very signi cant problem in many Hoya collections. Information for this article was drawn from
a wide variety of sources, including several agriculture extension sites, as well as anecdotal
information from Facebook Hoya forums. Some of these sources are obviously more reliable
than others, but as there is a paucity of published articles on at mites, it was necessary to
include all sources.
Flat, or False, mites are very small arthropods in the family Tenuipalpidae. Worldwide, there are
many species that are considered to be agricultural pests. In North America there are several
species, including those from the genera Tenuipalpus, Pentamerismus and Brevipalpus. Flat
mites are known to feed on a variety of horticultural and agriculture crops, and several species of
Brevipalpus are known to feed on Hoyas. There are several known to be speci c to orchids, and

Leaf damage on Hoya buntokensis. Flat mite damage
is often concentrated around leaf veins or ribs.
Photo by Mihai Păun

Flat mite lifted from plant using scotch tape and
viewed through microscope.
Photo and tape slide trick by Mihai Păun
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it is possible that there are species that specialize in Hoyas. These are a very small mite, not
visible to the naked eye. They do not produce webs, like “regular” spider mites, so many
growers miss their presence until the damage is severe. Many Tenuipalpid species have a very
different life cycle than the more familiar spider or broad mites. This difference may contribute
to repeated treatment failures.
Damage and Detection
Damage from at mites is very similar to that from spider mites and broad mites. The mites
prefer new growth, and tend to focus on the area near the leaf petiole, so damage is concentrated
near those areas. Petioles develop crusty brown damage. As the infestation worsens, plants may
show dry brown “scab-like” damage concentrated around the base of the leaf, the petiole or leaf
veins. Many times, especially with thick leaved plants, this damage is only visible on the leaf’s
undersurface and can easily be missed if the plant is only given a cursory inspection. Variegated
leaves may show light browning on the white areas. Leaves, especially young ones, may fall
off. Plants often stop producing new growth in response to the infestation. With some mite
species the plant keeps trying to produce new stems only to have them fail repeatedly, leaving a
series of stubby failed growth points. (This is usually one of the signature features of broad
mites, but several collectors mentioned seeing this with at mites as well.) A very common
indication is that the plant simply stops producing new growth. As this is a very non-speci c
symptom, it is important that the grower have a way to inspect failing plants to detect possible
pests.

Typical at mite damage on undersurface of leaf.
Note how it is focused near the petiole on the left leaf.
On thin leaved plants, this damage is not so visible.

The same plant from the top. Only minimal scarring is
present at the base of the leaf and could be easily
missed if the undersurface is not inspected.
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Life cycle
As with other mites, at mites pass through a series of development stages before becoming an
adult: egg, larva, protonymph, and deutonymph. The length of time this life cycle takes can
vary a great deal between mite species. Some at mites species have a much longer life cycle
than that of other common mite pests, which may partially explain many treatment failures.
Spider mite eggs hatch out in just a few days. For some at mite species, on the other hand, eggs
can take up to 21 days to hatch! It can then take up to 6 weeks for the at mite larva to become
adults, compared to only 1-3 weeks for the two spotted spider mite. This life cycle means the
grower must adjust the treatment schedule based on the the mite stage being targeted if the
treatment is to be effective. Unless an ovicide is used, most mite treatments do not kill the eggs.
Instead, the treatment schedule is designed to kill mite larvae as they hatch over several
generations. Many spider or broad mite treatment schedules call for weekly treatment for 3-4
weeks, as this covers several generations of spider or broad mites. At 3 weeks, however, some
at mite eggs are just starting to hatch. A better treatment schedule for at mites is probably
weekly or every other week for 6-8 weeks.
Because they have a slower life cycle, however, there is some thought that they are less likely to
develop the pesticide resistance that is a problem with other mite species.
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Flat mites, unfortunately, are very small and cannot easily be seen with the naked eye. Adults
from most species range from .1-.2mm, making them considerably smaller than spider mites
which are around .4-.5mm. A strong hand lens or microscope is required to detect them on
plants. Many sites recommend a 10X lens, but in my own experience this is completely
inadequate to detect and monitor at mites. I need a minimum of a 40x lens. I use a cheap 40X
jewelers loupe with a built in LED light. There are cheap digital microscopes available on
Amazon that will connect to smart phones. These work reasonably well, but I found the image
quality to be very poor compared to the loupe. If you have a microscope, you may be able to
secure specimens to look at by sampling the area with scotch tape. The adhesive pulls some of
the mites off for easy inspection on the tape surface. Most at mites species are red and appear as
small red egg shaped objects. They move very slowly. Eggs are tiny, red and elliptical in shape.
Flat mites can easily be distinguished from spider mites by the absence of webs, and by size.
Spider mites are visible to the naked eye. Distinguishing at mites from broad mites may be
more dif cult, but can usually be done by color. The broad mites that infest Hoyas are usually
light green or yellow, whereas most at mites are red in color. The grower should be aware of the
possible presence of bene cial predatory mites. Predatory mites are easily distinguished from at
mites by the fact that they move quickly, whereas at mites tend to be extremely slow moving.
Distinguishing predatory mite from other pest mite species may require more investigation.

Treatment
Pesticides
Mites are not insects and require pesticides speci cally designed for mites. Growers have
reported success or partial success with many of the commonly available miticides, if they were
used on an appropriate treatment schedule.
The table below is a partial list of commercial products that are speci cally labeled for false mite
controls in nursery or agriculture use.
Ingredient

Brand Name

Target stage

Abamectin

Avid
Minx

Egg, Immature, Adults
translaminar

Spiromesifen

Forbid
Judo

Egg, Immature, Adults (some)
Can be used prior to predatory mites

Acequinocyl

Shuttle

Eggs, Immature
Can be used prior to predatory mites

Pyridaben

Sanmite

Immature, Adults (some)

Etoxazole

TetraSan, Beethoven

Eggs, Immature
translaminar

Fenbutatin-oxide
RESTRICTED

ProMITE

Immature, Adults

Horticultural oils,
mineral oil

Eggs, Immature, Adults
Complete coverage required
Can be used prior to predatory mites

Sulfur

Complete coverage required

Azadirachtin

Azamax/ Azapro

See notes below
Can be used prior to predatory mites

Commercial Products labeled for use on Tenuipalpids
More complete information on these miticides can be found in the excellent article, “Selected
Miticides for use on ornamental plants”, found on the University of Florida, IFAS site. Note that
with very few exceptions, most of these miticides are designed for outdoor nursery use, not
residential living rooms.
Of these miticides, the one most commonly used by the growers I surveyed was Abamectin, with
several growers reporting success with the combination of Abamectin and Etoxazole. Etoxazole
is primarily an ovicide and targets eggs and immature mites, so it should be used with another
miticide that targets adults if immediate control is needed. Azadirachtin (Azamax or Azapro)
was another product recommended by several growers. It is not a strong contact killer of adult
mites, but deters mites, decreases their ability to reproduce, and decreases fertility.
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Newer collectors tended to rely upon commonly available products, even though most of those
products are not speci cally listed for the treatment of at mites. This includes products like
Spinosad (Captain Jack’s or Conserve) and BioAdvanced 3 in 1 Insect, Disease, and Mite
Control. BioAdvanced 3 in 1 was recommended by several collectors, which is actually a bit
surprising. It is combination of 3 products: Imidacloprid, Tau-Fluvalinate and Tebuconazole.
Tebuconazole is an anti-fungal. Imidacloprid is an insecticide which has actually been
associated with increased spider mite populations. Tau-Fluvalinate is listed for use against spider
mites, but some spider mite populations are resistant to it. Some growers, however, stated this
product had worked for them. Spinosad, the active ingredient in Captain Jack’s, is not a miticide,
but was reported to be effective against some mite species by some growers. Many other
collectors reported it to have no effect at all on at mites.
It is important to note that systemic insecticides have no effect on mites, and their use may
actually increase mite populations. Many newer collectors on the Hoya forums are unaware of
this and use systemics routinely.
Horticultural oils, or mineral oil based sprays, were the treatment recommended by most IPM
experts interviewed for this article, but only a few Hoya growers offered direct experience on
using it for at mites. Several growers in the UK, where they have limited access to pesticides,
reported horticultural oils worked very well on their collections. Oils kill adults, nymphs and
eggs on contact. As oils are contact killers, complete coverage is essential. At temperatures
higher than 80°F, or in bright light, there is an increased risk of phototoxicity or damage to the
plant, so it is recommend to keep treated plants out of bright light for 1-2 days. Highly re ned
oils such as Tritek will minimize the risk of plant damage. (Do NOT use dormant oils. ) Several
orchid growers surveyed stated that horticultural oils were the most successful treatment they
had found for the at mites in their collections. Neem oil, on the other hand, was reported to be
unsuccessful in treating at mite by many growers.
Regardless of the product chosen, the treatment schedule should be adjusted to adapt to the at
mite’s relatively long life cycle (treating for at least 6-8 weeks). Most mites concentrate on the
lower leaf surface, so unless the grower is using a translaminar pesticide that penetrates leaf
tissues, spraying must be carefully directed at all plant surfaces.
Growers need to research the safety and ef cacy of the chosen product carefully, and to use the
necessary protective equipment. Note that many of these products can cause phototoxicity or
other damage to some plants. I would test carefully before spraying an entire collection.
Predatory mites
Experiences using predatory mites varied among growers surveyed, and there is almost no
published information on using predatory mites with at mites. (In truth, there is just very little
published information on Tenuipalpid treatment at all.)
The published trials that exist used Neoseiulus californicus, so that is the mite that most
bene cial bug companies recommend. The preferred food of Neoseiulus californicus is the two
spotted spider mite, Tetranychus urticae. However it will eat many other species of mites, thrips
and other small insects. Compared to some other predatory mites, it is a very slow eater, and
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best introduced as a preventative. If a strong infestation is already in place, the grower will need
to knock down the populations of at mites some other way before introducing N. californicus.
There are other predatory mites that might be worthy of exploration. Neoseiulus fallacis is
considered by some to be one of the most effective mite predators. It is a generalist, feeding on
many pests. Amblyseius cucumeris is commonly used for thrips, but it is also known to readily
eat spider mites and broad mites. It might possibly eat at mites as well.
Each species of predatory mite has its own preferred temperature, humidity and food source,
information you should be able to access from a supplier’s website. Most of them prefer the same
range of temperatures and humidities as our Hoyas.
Almost all of the predatory mites are best used as preventatives, or “mop up” treatments. They
may not be able to control a signi cant infestation on their own. Because they themselves are
mites, the predators can be signi cantly impacted or killed by the recent (within the last 12
weeks) use of miticides. So if you are planning on using predatory mites, you should chose your
initial contact killer carefully. Most of the supply companies I spoke to recommended using a
highly re ned horticultural oil before applying predatory mites if there is a signi cant infestation
in place. The oil will kill any existing predatory mites, but new mites can be applied within 24
hours of oil application. If you opt to use a miticide instead, Koppert’s website has a Side Effect
Database that allows you to see how any of the other commonly used pesticides will affect a
particular bene cial organism. Of the miticides discussed in this article, acequinocyl,
azadirachtin, and spiromesifen were the only ones that the Database found “harmless” for
subsequent release of predatory mites. The Database indicates that several other miticides could
be used within a few weeks of predatory mite application, but the suppliers I spoke to said that
they recommend waiting 12 weeks after most miticides before trying to apply predators.
Prevention
Quarantine. It is highly recommended to quarantine all new plants. Because at mites are
extremely small and can potentially be carried on air currents, it is recommended that the
quarantine location be completely isolated from existing collections. Inspect quarantined plants
weekly or more with a strong hand lens, taking care to inspect the undersurface of the leaf and
the petiole area carefully. For a pest like at mites, plants probably need to be quarantined for at
least 2 months. Existing collections should be inspected regularly as well. At our house, it is a
common sight to nd me hunched over a plant, peering at it with the jewelers loupe. Plants that
stop putting out new growth get regarded with grave suspicion.
Several orchid growers indicated that they use stiff water sprays on a regular basis to help
control mite infestations. Predatory mites released on a regular basis may help as well. In my
own collection, now that I nally have no visible mite colonies, I have been spraying the entire
collection with a stiff spray of water monthly and following up with applications of predatory
mites.
It has been 4 months since the last time I sprayed with Azamax. I am still holding my breath. . .
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Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’
Rachel Colette Conroy ***

In 1990, In The Hoyan 12(2:2), Christine Burton published a replacement name (a nomen novum)
for a Hoya. It appeared like this:
Hoya compacta C.M. Burton nom. nov.
H.carnosa R.Br. compacta (hort.)
A replacement name is used when an existing name is untenable; usually because it is already in
use for another taxon (ICN 6.11,41.2). It is not meant to publish a new species in light of new
taxonomic information.

28

Photos on pgs 28-29 ( gures 1-4) of
Hoya carnosa and Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta’ are all by Vespirs Blake
Hackney.
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The International Code of Nomenclature de nes a nomen novum in this way: 6:11 “A replacement
name (nomen novum, nom.nov.) is a new name published as an explicit substitute (avowed
substitute) for a legitimate or illegitimate, previously published name, which is its replaced
synonym. The replaced synonym, when legitimate, does not provide the nal epithet, name, or
stem of the replacement name (see also Art 41.2 and 58.1)”.
Nomen novum publications consist of the new suggested name, the replaced name which is called
the basionym (or replaced synonym) and must have been previously validly published1, and a type
sheet reference which matches both names.
In the 1990 publication of Hoya compacta, Hoya carnosa R.Br. compacta (hort). is the intended
basionym. As it is indicated by ‘from horticulture’ (hort.), this is not a name which is validly
published under the ICN. This is because (per Article 28.1 Note 2 of the ICN), “Additional,
independent designations for special categories of organisms used in agriculture, forestry, and
horticulture (and arising either in nature or cultivation) are dealt with in The International Code of
Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (ICNCP), which de nes the cultivar as its basic category…”.
A search of the International Plant Names Index for any plant shows the record of publication of
all published names for that plant, whether they have valid standing or not. The entry for Hoya
compacta lists the date and location of publication, and that it came from cultivation2. At the top
of the page is a link to Plants of the World Online which offers an option for a ‘Taxonomic data
view'. Following that takes you to a page that shows all places where a taxon has been published
initially and subsequently, and its status. Here it states:

Hoya compacta C.M.Burton
This is a synonym of Hoya carnosa (L.f.) R.Br.
The name, with reference to publication in 1990, is shown, and then followed by: “…Not
accepted by Govaerts, R., Nic Lughadha, E., Black, N., Turner, R. & Paton, A. (2021). The World
Checklist of Vascular Plants, a continuously updated resource for exploring plant diversity…
Scienti c Data 8:215.[Cited as Hoya carnosa.]”

ICN rule 41.5:
On or after 1 January 1953, a new combination, name at new rank, or replacement name is not validly published unless its basionym or
replaced synonym is clearly indicated and a full and direct reference given to its author and place of valid publication, with page or
plate reference and date.
1

C.M.Burton noted in The Hoyan 12(2):1; the very same issue in which she published the nomen novum Hoya compacta, that she had
read each of the Cobia dockets except for one which she had been unable to get her hands on. She was aware of Cobia's variegated
cultivars and that the name Hoya carnosa 'Compacta' had been published in several different forms, she just disagreed with it.
2

In this same vein, she announces in The Hoyan 4(4) that she was "...familiar with the form as a small child in the 1930's and I don't
believe Mr.Hummel introduced one until much later than that. The rst distribution of H.compacta that I'm aware of was in the
1949-1950 period.".. and henceforth it would be called H.compacta in this publication"... due to the differences in the in orescence
that she noted in the invalid nom.nov. publication.
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The type material Burton mentioned in the
publication comes from horticulture with no
in situ collection data or reference to
naturally occurring populations, putting the
cultivar rmly under the purview of the
ICNCP. I was quite impressed that she did
press a huge specimen of Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta’. That seems quite a tall order,
but it is online at the Smithsonian Institution
and can be called up with a search.
C.M.Burton cited differences between
carnosa and what she was proposing to
name as compacta. She determined that the
primary difference was in the leaf formation,
stating “…in this species, most of the leaves
are folded and sometimes folded again with
the under surfaces exposed and the upper
surfaces hidden.” She also mentions that
Hoya “…carnosa also sometimes mutates
and throws a branch similar to this”.
The next difference that she points out is the
most interesting and surprising to most who
have puzzled over whether this really could
be a distinct species. “The owers on this
Hoya differ by having corona lobes that are
Figure 5: Burton’s type sheet for her Hoya
much broader and shorter. They lack the keelcompacta publication.
like ridge that runs down the center of the corona
lobe on H.carnosa and the inner apex of the corona
lobe stops about at the point where the translators of the pollinia begin, leaving the anther
appendage exposed to view…The corona scales of this species are almost round, quite plump and
convex.”
These are valid observations about a unique Hoya. However, as shown de nitively above, and as
recognized on plant databases across the world, this publication is not valid. The correct accepted
name for this cultivar, per the ICNCP, is Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’.
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The Known History of Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’
The history of Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ is as twisty as the cultivar, making it not at all simple to
trace. One thread is evident throughout: the famous horticulturalists Ed (Edward; sometimes cited
as Emerald) Hummel of Hummel’s Exotic Gardens, and Barnell L.Cobia (along with his brother
Mark of B.L.Cobia, Inc.), are both separately named as originators of the same cultivar bearing the
name Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’.
All evidence points to Hummel having created at least two similar original green forms years prior
to Cobia’s entrance on the scene; one bearing the name Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ (often called
‘Hummel’s Compacta’), and another which he himself called ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’ and which
had markedly tighter curls.
This is a brief timeline of early relevant publications as well as other major events in the early days
of these horticulturalists and cultivars.
1929- Hummel’s Exotic Gardens (H.E.G. for our purpose) is open for business in Inglewood, CA,
USA, specializing in cacti and succulents.
1935-1937- H.E.G. operates rst as local retail and wholesale, then through mail-order catalogs,
and enters some of its offerings into horticultural competitions.
1937- H.E.G. changes to (mail-order) wholesale only.
1939- H.E.G. introduces more types of foliage plants (vs. the original succulent offerings that
Hummel is famous for). They began selling more plants of their own breeding and selection
vs.import.
1941- Hummel’s commenced a move to Carlsbad, CA slowly. It is between now and 1952 that
they are said to have produced carnosa ‘Compacta’.
1952- This is the year cited by Minnie Belle Hummel (Ed’s wife) to William Drysdale as the date
Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ originated.
1956- H.E.G. moves all operations to Carlsbad and ramps up offerings of plants signi cantly.
1957 (?)- First publication (that I could nd) of two similar but unique and separately named
cultivars attributed to Hummel in the book ‘Exotica’ by A.B. Graf.. Hoya carnosa ‘Hummel’s
Compacta’, Hoya carnosa ‘Krinkle Kurl’. I am not entirely sure of which edition (there were many)
of Exotica that this rst appeared in, and will report more on this presently.
1965- Hummel’s Exotic Gardens catalog for Fall 1965/ Spring 19663 lists (written this way):
“carnosa compacta: very close set leaves, edges wavy. Leaves hug the stem. Flowers in very
small sizes $1.00 ea, 3 for $2.50.
Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl $5 each”
There were many prior year’s catalogs, but this was the rst one I found in the archives I was able
to access that was dated.
1965-02-25- Cobia lists this day as ‘Date of First Use’ in their Hindu Rope trademark application

From ICNCP Article 26.3 "In cases where a dated trade catalogue...covers more than one year ..., in the absence of evidence to the
contrary, the earlier date given is to be taken as the date of publication. "
3
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1966-08-23 Cobia les a trademark application for Hindu Rope to sell what they call Hoya
compacta in the trade. In 1967, The trademark is registered in the category of Natural Agricultural
Products.
1968-05-02 Date of rst use for Cobia’s trademark for LURA LEI.
1969- On March 13th, Barnell L.Cobia submits co-pending applications for Hoya carnosa ‘Mauna
Loa’, and Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta Regalis’ (which he simultaneously appears to call Marginalis)
with the United States Patent Of ce, complete with descriptions and color plate photographs
describing new and distinct sports of Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’. Cobia does not claim Hoya
carnosa ‘Compacta’ itself.
1971- August 10th Hoya carnosa ‘Mauna Loa’ is patented; USPP3054P
1973- Cobia submits a certi cate of correction to his patent #3,310 to update typos and
‘Compacta Regalis’ is of cially patented on February 27th, 1973.
1980- The Mutant Variety Database shows four speci c mutant varieties of Hoya both registered
and approved in 1980 and attributed to B.L. Cobia Inc.. These are: ‘Compacta’, ‘Compacta
Regalis’, ‘Rubra’, and ‘Mauna Loa’ (written without apostrophes but spelled as such). (See gures
12 & 13.)

Figure 6 (left): Hoya
carnosa ‘Mauna Loa’ with
yellow inner variegation.
Figure 7 (right) Hoya
carnosa ‘Compacta
Regalis’ with white outer
variegation.
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Hummel and Cobia
The story of Hummel and Cobia is easy to embellish in the
imagination when the concrete facts are well publicized in
some areas and utterly elusive in others. Each of their histories
in horticulture are quite extensive. It was widely speculated on
at the time that both experimented heavily with irradiated
seedlings, but this was not recorded (to the best of my
knowledge) until a 1980 registration attributing four mutant
Hoyas to Cobia with a note at the bottom of Van Raalte’s source
material that stated “…and several others.” (See gure 13.)
Ed Hummel, as he preferred to be called, was a bit of legend in
the cactus, succulents, and exotics breeding world during his
time. He grew and released an untold number of seedlings
from his nursery. The word ‘millions’ is used in reference to
Hummel’s seedlings as a real number.
His wife Minnie Belle told William Drysdale (The Hoyan,
Vol.13, #4), that Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ rst originated as a
mutation in their nursery in 1952. It is not clear in this
recounting whether it was a seedling, sport, or a sport on a
seedling.

Figure 8: Hummel’s catalog dated 1965/66.
From Kathy Musial at the Huntington
Botanical Archives. Note Hoya carnosa
compacta and Hummel's Krinkle Kurl.

Another account comes from Laurence C. Hatch, a
horticultural taxonomist and cultivar historian, as written in
his book Biographies in Ornamental Horticulture. Hatch hones in on one of the major issues I
have had while researching Hummel, and offers validation in another source I had already found:
“…There is some confusion at times between which plants he merely popularized and distributed
versus those of his own selection. I have relied on the books by A.B. Graf to point out his true
discoveries.”
Hummel’s colleague and friend Larry Mitich stated that Hummel in the Carlsbad years distributed
exclusively plants of his own production and selection. Alfred Byrd Graf spent years researching
the origins of cultivars and species, and was detailed with his descriptions, years, and originators.
Graf, (and therefore Hatch) is one of the best resources we have of “cultivar trivia” from this
timeframe.
From Hatch: “His most remarkable, enduring creation I believe is the HINDU ROPE PLANT or
Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’, a twisted leaf sport on his cultivar ‘Exotica’. It may be the mealy bug’s
favorite place to hide, but it’s also one of the most remarkable of durable succulents for indoor
gardens. It’s seen over the entire world.”

That Cobia’s trademark is written out this way while giving credit to Hummel as originator is not
lost on me, but neither is the fact that the Exotica books and Hummel’s catalog show two separate
“compact” Hoyas with two separate names. If Hummel did this twice (though one may be a further
mutation of the other), is it reasonable to assume that no one else ever did? Or that a similar Hoya
has never been found en situ? Maybe not. But at either rate, here I believe we have established that
both Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ and a lesser known Hoya ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’ originated at
Hummel’s Exotic Gardens (whatever they may have been and however they came about).
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Considering that it is estimated to take 100 seedlings to develop a unique and potentially
worthwhile mutation, a mutagenic offspring seems highly likely in a nursery that raises literally
millions of seedlings. The 1/100 number doesn’t always mean a grower or hybridizer’s rst
hundred will contain something special, or that they will need to wait that long. The lucky seed
may be the rst sown, or there may be two lucky seeds in the second hundred and none at all in
the rst. The more seeds, the more duds, but also the more chances for success over time. Most
seedlings are composted so as to avoid diluting a genus, or in Hummel’s case, several.
It is certainly possible that Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ is not carnosa x carnosa, considering one
proposed origin as a mutation on a
seedling plant. The way it was initially
released and written as ‘Hoya carnosa
compacta’ (not denoted in apostrophes
or with cv, as none of the H.E.G. catalog
was formatted in that way), indicates a
carnosa pod parent, but with this sort of
mutant, it is not a shock to see such
unusual in orescence along with the
leaves. The distinctions between standard
carnosa clones and ‘Compacta’ may be
indicative of a hybrid, or even of the
radiation experimentation that was
heavily rumored for decades at Hummel’s
Exotic Gardens and recorded in fact at
Cobia Nursery. As far as the exact nature
of the type of cultivar, we can only guess
at this stage much as others have done
for decades. 4
The entire Hummel family helped or held
formal positions around Hummel’s Exotic
Gardens, and they all embraced the
lifestyle. Ed Hummel himself published
extensively with the Cactus and
Succulent Society of America and was
celebrated and honored for his work in
his circle both during and after his
lifetime. The nursery became famous for
their bromeliad hybrids, Euphorbia milii
hybrids, and hybridization work overall.
Hummel did not patent any of his
cultivars. Not a single Euphorbia,
bromeliad or Hoya.

Figure 9: a page from Graf’s Exotica, 1973.

*One of the effects of mutations is that natural selection may result in plants with a greater likelihood to survive and reproduce. The
result would be an increased frequency of this mutation in the population.
4
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He was a person who truly enjoyed what he did for a living and the opportunities it afforded him
with his family. Every story on his history and character emphasized how much he appreciated his
success for the life that it gave him far more than in making a name for himself.
Hummel’s Exotic Gardens operated from 1935-1978 when he donated and sold off his nursery
stock. Much of it can still be found in botanical gardens around the country, especially California
where he built his nursery business.
—
Barnell L.Cobia was the early driving force and gurehead of B.L.Cobia,INC. Though he also
brought his family in, his name was the business and his business held patents (and often
trademarks) for everything it possibly could. If it was of value to them and they could demonstrate
that they had contributed to making it different in some way, a patent was led.
In this manner, B.L. Cobia has left a legible record of their hand in cultivation, complete with
detailed descriptions and photographs, often called up easily through a google search. If every
horticulturalist had been so diligent to demarcate their distinctions, tracing back cultivars would be
much less exhausting.
Cobia has been considered controversial in some circles of plant enthusiasts for his patenting
practices. For instance, in 1969 he trademarked HINDU ROPE to sell a cultivar which was already
well known in the market. This is summed up by this sentiment from Ted Green and Dale
Kloppenburg in Fraterna V19 no.1-2 (2006)- ”It should be mentioned that B.L. Cobia in Winter
Garden(sic) Florida, the largest grower of Hoya varieties in the U.S., has made a business out of
naming varieties and copyrighting those names.”
This statement, while not wholly accurate (because Cobia did not copyright anything but instead
patented and trademarked trade names for cultivars), captured the way that much of the
community has spoken about Cobia. Commentary about “bad blood” between he and Hummel is
pervasive in internet Hoya spaces.
A point to consider here, though, is that holding patents and trademarks was a very desirable
practice for successful business owners and inventors in that time period. It is more unusual that
Hummel did not le patents and trademarks, than that Cobia did.
I have no idea if their rivalry is entirely fabricated (or even downplayed). I never found anything to
speci cally substantiate it beyond the hypothetical, and only copious evidence that they were both
master horticulturalists with an immense body of work in their wake and families who loved to
work with them.
Barnell L.Cobia was particularly known for his contributions to the genus Schlumbergera, and he
gifted them to all of the patients and staff at Health Central and West Orange Memorial Hospital
for years before his passing in 2003. I imagine many of those are still some very cherished plants.
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‘Compacta’ variations and seed irradiation
You can see in the patent for Hoya carnosa ‘Mauna Loa’ how
Cobia speci ed its relation to Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’, and
its differences, and he did this in each of his patents. Under
the ‘Abstract of the Disclosure’ it states “…The new variety has
been developed from a sport that appeared as a bud
variation…The sport was discovered on a plant specimen of the
Hoya carnosa compacta variety.” He outlines how it is
distinguishable from Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ and signs off on
each of these, attesting that they are novel.
The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) hosts the
Mutant Variety Database. Founded in 1953, their mission is to
promote the peaceful use of nuclear energy in the aftermath of
World War II. The Mutant Variety Database is a small but
mighty and positive component of that.
3,365 mutagenetic varieties have been registered and approved
with the MVD as of December 21st, 2021. A vast majority of
these mutagenic plants are food crops (with greater yield or
pest resistance, etc), but others have been ornamentals, or are
used for both consumption and ornamental purposes in various
parts of the world (Chrysanthemum, for example).
Methods used for mutagenic breeding and propagation vary by time
in history, objective, and availability of materials and resources.
Netherlands researcher and writer D.Van Raalte writes in an article
titled ‘Niewe Hoya carnosa-rassen’ (translation: ‘New Hoya
carnosa varieties’) for Bloemisterij (translation ‘Floristry’) in
1980, that these mutations were “…created by cobalt
irradiation.” Van Raalte is also the source in the Mutation
Variety Database. Here he credits Cobia with a “mutant
variety” of Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ approved in 1980,
(though he may have confused the trade mark name HINDU
ROPE with a patent) and two variegated patented cultivars,
Hoya carnosa ‘Mauna Loa’ and Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta
Regalis’.
I take this to mean that Cobia also cultivated a green form
which is indiscernible from the one Hummel had already
released widely. There is not a corresponding patent or notes
from Cobia as it was presumably clear to him that another
green Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ was not a new and distinct
cultivar in the trade. The presence of the Cobia cultivars in the
MVD leads back to the same presently unanswerable
questions about how exactly Hummel came up with his own
curious cultivars.
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Figures 10 & 11: details from Cobia’s
patent applications for ‘Compacta Regalis’
and ‘Mauna Loa’.

The Naming of Cultivars
No matter how these cultivars ended up in our trade, they are here now, and there is no denying
that their names have been a great cause of confusion over the decades. So what do we call these
cultivars today, and why?
The rules and recommendations for the naming of cultivars is covered under the International
Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants, 9th Edition. Article 11 in the ICNCP is devoted to
what may be considered an accepted name. The accepted name is the earliest established name
that also meets the rules of this code. There may only be one correct cultivar name for any clone.
If carnosa ‘Compacta’ dates back to 1952 or earlier, it’s most likely to be found on plenty of dated
sales lists and publications that I haven’t managed to uncover yet. If, as I suspect (I will report more
on this in a future issue of Stemma when I have obtained a few hard to track down sources) Hoya
carnosa ‘Compacta’ was published prior to 1959, it remains the accepted cultivar name despite its
latin form because no valid name exists under the ICN and “…the plants to which it was applied
are now considered to represent a cultivar” (21.6). Really, they were initially released as cultivars
and have been known as cultivars by much of the world. The name Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ has
been accepted by the Royal Horticultural Society in their cultivar database with the listed
synonyms Hoya compacta and Hoya carnosa var. compacta5. The RHS runs 9 major International
Cultivar Registration Authorities. The genus Hoya is not one of them, and in the world of ICRA’s
which are mostly based on a speci c genus, this does matter, but it also is further evidence of the
ef cacy of these names themselves. The ICNCP also makes allowances for “appropriate
organizations and special commissions.” The RHS itself is composed of serious lifelong ISHS
members, researchers and writers who understand the ICNCP (and how it functions with the ICN)
inside and out.
Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta Regalis’ and Hoya carnosa ‘Mauna Loa’ were published by 1966 by my
records [but again possibly much earlier]). As these names have been accepted and widely used
for over ve decades to describe these cultivars, they remain the correct way to refer to these
plants.
The latin in Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta Regalis’ would not be recommended by today’s standards,
but again the RHS has noted it as accepted, and we have here under article 11.6: “A name that is
contrary to the Rules or this Code yet which has become widely used may be designated an
accepted name if the appropriate International Cultivar Registration Authority (A) publishes the
basis for its decision, and (b) sends a copy of that publication to the IUBS International
Commission for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants (see Art.19.1)”; and Article 11.7
“Notwithstanding Art.11.6, if an appropriate International Cultivar Registration Authority does not
exist, or is unwilling to make a proposal, anyone may publish a proposal to accept a name that is
contrary to the rules of this Code if such a name is in widespread use…”

5 Hoya carnosa var.compacta Hort. is an incorrect format for a cultivar epithet and was not the

rst form in which Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta' was published. While the word 'variety' has been used in other countries as the direct translation for 'cultivar', the
de nition of variety (var.) is 'the category in the botanical nomenclatural hierarchy below species and subspecies, and above the rank of
form. It is not intended to denote a cultivar, but has been con ated with this partly due to an organization called the International
Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV), and other similar practical global applications which has caused confusion.
To help encourage adoption of universal naming conventions, the ICNCP encourages freely sharing translations of Scripta Horticulturae
9th edition ("The Code for Cultivated Plants", as its colloquially called), in any and all languages.
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It is my opinion that changing the name to a non-latinized version this many decades later would
be more detrimental than using these recommendations which are simply put in place to enable us
to know the correct name of a taxon or cultivar (or assign one) and refer to it. The Code may seem
complicated, but its purpose at the core is simple.
With this goal in mind, I will refer back to my timeline where the rst printed reference to this
cultivar may have been Hoya carnosa ‘Hummel’s Compacta’. I do not doubt the originator of the
original most popularized form to be Ed Hummel, but as he himself listed it as Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta’ on his price list and Minnie Belle Hummel was quoted by William Drysdale as calling
it Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’, it appears to have been established in that way and then rmly set
into history for 70 years with that name. Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’ is the name in widespread use.
Hoya ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’, on the other hand, belongs with Hummel’s name, in my opinion, as
this is how he listed it, but this is not the topic of today’s article and is only in here because it
relates to it. Because the name ‘Krinkle Kurl’ on its own was also used to sell Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta’ as opposed to only what appears to actually be ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’, it’s important
to use the name ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’ or ‘Krinkle Kurl’ only for that cultivar, and not as a
super uous name for Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’. It does appear to be a distinctive cultivar in its
own right, and is said to bloom white vs pink with closer nodes. Because of the alleged use of
‘Krinkle Kurl’ to sell other cultivars on multiple nursery lists, the original cultivar the name is meant
to represent may possibly be lost. That’s research for another time.
On the topic of correct names, Article 13.1 of the ICNCP covers Trade Designations. These are not
cultivar names, but are instead names that have been coined for the selling of plants (among many
other uses), and are not regulated by the ICNCP. The controversial name Hindu Rope is an expired
Trademarked Trade Designation which Cobia speci cally used to sell Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’.
Trade designations are not to be used as synonyms (13.2), but synonyms may sometimes be used
as trade designations.
After extensive research through the available history, this text concludes that the Hoya carnosa
‘Compacta’ and its variegated forms that we grow are cultivars and are named as such. Other
visually similar plants may have existed, but have never been published or con rmed. Under the
ICNCP (and in accordance with the ICN) they are: Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta’, Hoya carnosa
‘Mauna Loa’, Hoya carnosa ‘Compacta Regalis’, and Hoya ‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’.

Names and descriptions found in Early Dated Publications
‘Hummel’s Krinkle Kurl’, 1965, Hummel’s Catalog; No photo but matches Graf’s book
‘Krinkle Kurl’, 1958 (?), A.B. Graf; with photo and description and printed in several editions
‘Hummel’s Compacta’ 1958 (?), A.B.Graf; with photo and description
‘Compacta’, 1965
Hoya carnosa ‘Krinkle Kurl’ (Hummel), 1958 (?) description by A.B.Graf ; monstrose, with very
green leaves folded and then recoiled; owers white.
Hoya carnosa ‘Hummel’s Compacta’, 1958 (?) description by A.B. Graf; “Hindu Rope”; tortuous
vine densely compacted with twisted foliage; blooms when small
HINDU ROPE- Trade name ™ (expired) ; registered to Barnell L.Cobia
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Figures 12 & 13: Mutation Breeding
Newsletter, 1988, showing listings for
several cultivars discussed in this article.
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Figure 14: The van Raalte article from 1980
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Figure 15, top left: US Patent for Cobia’s ‘Mauna
Loa’. Figure 16, top right: 1987 trade mark renewal
paperwork for HINDU ROPE. Figure 17, below
left: evidence of trademark use from the 1987
trade mark renewal paperwork for HINDU ROPE.

***I’d like to thank Maj April Frostvittra, Christina
Ghiasvand, Kathy Musial, and especially Mark
Randal for their extensive help and extreme
patience.
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Hoya Studies
photos by Vespirs Blake Hackney
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Figure 2: Montage of Hoya lacunosa leaves and oral characteristics

Figure 3: Montage of Hoya obscura leaves and oral characteristics.
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Figure 4: Montage of Hoya ‘Sunrise’ leaves and oral characteristics

Figure 5: comparison of owers of (top row) Hoya obscura, (middle row)
Hoya ‘Sunrise’, and (bottom row) Hoya lacunosa.
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